Bonac
*A centuries old fishing culture of the Hamptons*

A work of historical fiction, *Bonac* is set on the East End of Long Island. As an 80’s correspondent for the NY Times covering East Hampton’s “bonacker” fishing culture, Richard Weissmann’s inspiration is rooted in his life-long fascination with Gardiner’s Island. Following Cal Hazen (the tragic protagonist of this prolific local tale), *Bonac* explores as much as it examines.

Beginning with a discussion of Gardiner’s Island’s unique 400-year history; an accompanying media presentation will precede the lecture’s main subject of “bonacker” culture and fishing methods on the East End. We’re also excited to announce a reading from the first chapter of the author’s book - in addition to a proceeding Q&A! See you next Sunday ... hope you enjoyed the eclipse!

Sunday, April 14, 2024
Light Refreshments: 12:30 - 1:00 pm
Lecture: 1:00 - 2:00 pm
Reservations required, please call LIMM to reserve your seat
631-854-4974

Long Island Maritime Museum
88 West Avenue, West Sayville, NY 11796